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Abstract
This work deals with the stability of Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs). The first part is a

survey of previous results about the classical PMLs in non-dispersive media (construction and
necessary condition of stability). The second part concerns some extensions of these results.
We give a new necessary criterion of stability valid for a large class of dispersive models and for
more general PMLs than the classical ones. This criterion is applied to two dispersive models:
negative index metamaterials and uniaxial anisotropic plasmas. In both cases, classical PMLs
are unstable but the criterion allows us to design new stable PMLs. Numerical simulations
illustrate our purpose.

Résumé
Ce travail porte sur la stabilité des Couches Absorbantes Parfaitement Adaptées (Perfectly

Matched Layers, PMLs). La première partie est un récapitulatif de résultats antérieurs pour
les milieux non dispersifs (construction et condition nécessaire de stabilité). La seconde partie
concerne quelques extensions de ces résultats. Nous donnons un nouveau critère nécessaire de
stabilité valable pour une grande classe de modèles dispersifs et pour des PMLs plus générales
que celles classiques. Ce critère est appliqué à deux modèles dispersifs : les métamatériaux à in-
dice négatif et les plasmas anistropiques uniaxiaux. Dans les deux cas, les PMLs classiques sont
instables mais le critère nous permet de concevoir de nouvelles PMLs stables. Des simulations
numériques illustrent notre propos.

Introduction
In the context of wave propagation in unbounded domains, the Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs)
are a very popular technique to construct artificial boundary conditions which absorb the outgoing
waves. The idea is to surround the computational domain with an absorbing layer (the PML) which
has the astonishing property of generating no reflection between the physical medium and the PML.
Introduced by Bérenger [6] for the 3D Maxwell equations, the so-called classical PMLs have since
shown their efficiency for many wave equations.
∗This work is partially supported by the ANR projects METAMATH (ANR-11-MONU-0016) and CHROME

(ANR-12-CORD-0013).
†POems team, Inria, Palaiseau, France
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Unfortunately, there are several cases where such PMLs fail and lead to heavy instabilities. This
is due to the presence of backward waves, i.e. waves whose phase and group velocities point in “op-
posite” directions with respect to the interface. In the case of non-dispersive media, a mathematical
analysis has been performed and a necessary criterion of stability has been established: classical
PMLs are stable only if there is no backward wave [3].

The case of dispersive media has been much less studied, at least from a mathematical point of
view. Our work focuses on two important dispersive models:

• Negative Index Metamaterials (NIMs), also called left-handed media or double negative meta-
materials. These are artificial composite materials having extraordinary electromagnetic prop-
erties. In particular, they have negative permittivity and permeability at some frequencies due
to microscopic resonating structures [20]. Since the 1990s, NIMs are the subject of intense re-
searches due to their promising applications: superlens, cloaking, improved antenna, etc [10].
PMLs in such media have been already studied by the physics community [9, 11, 14, 19] but,
to our knowledge, without complete mathematical justification.

• Cold Plasmas, also called non-thermal plasmas. In a nutshell, this model assumes the tem-
perature of electrons and ions to be zero [7, 21]. Such an approximation, according to Stix,
provides “a remarkably accurate description of the common small-amplitude perturbations that
are possible for hot plasmas” [21]. The applications are legion, one of the most important is
controlling nuclear fusion. See for instance the ITER project1.

Since those models often show backward waves, we can expect that the classical PMLs will fail as it
does for non-dispersive media. Our work consists in extending the results about the classical PMLs
in non-dispersive media to such models.

This article is split into two parts:

1. The first one consists in a survey of previous results about stability of classical PMLs in
non-dispersive media. We first recall two ways to construct classical PMLs, using either a
splitting of the unknowns or a change of variable. We then present a necessary criterion
of stability for classical PMLs established in [3]. This criterion is interpreted geometrically
and applied to some wave propagation models: isotropic and anisotropic acoustic/Maxwell
equations, linearised Euler equations for aeroacoustic and elastodynamics.

2. The second one is an overview of the extensions of these results to dispersive media and
more general PMLs. We expose here the main ideas of some results which are proven in a
forthcoming paper [5]. We first present two models we focus on: the Drude model (NIM) and
the 2D uniaxial anisotropic plasma model (cold plasma). In particular, for both models, we
demonstrate that backward waves exist and perform numerical simulations to illustrate the
inherent instabilities of classical PMLs. Then we present a new necessary criterion of stability
valid for a large class of dispersive models and for more general PMLs than the classical ones.
This criterion helps us to design new stable PMLs for our two models. We finish by illustrating
numerically the stability of these new PMLs.

1http://www.iter.org
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1 Classical PMLs for non-dispersive media: a survey of pre-
vious results

The goal of this section, which does not contain any new results, is to recall how to construct the
classical PMLs for non-dispersive media and to present a necessary criterion of stability established
previously in [3]. This criterion is interpreted geometrically and applied to some wave propagation
models. We refer to [15] for an elementary introduction to the construction and the analysis of
classical PMLs.

1.1 Classical PMLs for non-dispersive media
We start with a 2D hyperbolic system of unknown u ∈ Rm off the form

∂tu +Ax∂xu +Ay∂yu = 0, (1)

where Ax and Ay are m×m matrices with real entries. For simplicity, we assume here these matrices
to be constant. The system is completed with an initial condition u(t = 0) = u0.

1.1.1 Classical PMLs by splitting of the unknown

The formal construction, as Bérenger introduced it in [6], of the classical PMLs for (1) follows
several steps which we recall here for a PML in the x-direction, i.e. when considering a physical
domain in the half-space x < 0 coupled with a PML in the half-space x > 0 (see e.g. [15]).

• Splitting of the field. The field u is split into

u = ux + uy, (2)

where (ux,uy) satisfies the system{
∂tux +Ax∂x(ux + uy) = 0,
∂tuy +Ay∂y(ux + uy) = 0. (3)

In this step, we do not add any damping, so that the split system (3) and the original system
(1) are equivalent in the following sense: (i) if (ux,uy) is solution of system (3) then obviously,
by adding the two equations, u = ux + uy is solution of (1); (ii) reciprocally the solution u
of system (1) can be decomposed as (2), where (ux,uy) is solution of system (3) if one splits
the initial data u0 in a compatible way. However, notice that the dimension of the unknown
is doubled by this splitting.

• Adding a damping term. We add σux with σ = σ(x) ≥ 0 to the first equation of (3), the one
which involves only the x derivatives, which leads to{

∂tux + σux +Ax∂x(ux + uy) = 0,
∂tuy +Ay∂y(ux + uy) = 0. (4)

In practice, one will choose of course σ = 0 for x < 0 and σ > 0 for x > 0. Moreover, we shall not
apply the decomposition (2) in the physical half-space x < 0 which means that one doubles the
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dimension of the unknown only in the PML region. The two physical and non physical media are
coupled at the artificial interface x = 0 by the transmission condition

u = ux + uy at x = 0. (5)

In the system (4), the two space directions x and y are not treated in the same way. In some sense,
one applies an anisotropic absorption.

1.1.2 PMLs seen as changes of variable

Another way to obtain a system equivalent to (4) is to use a change of variable approach [8]. We
start from the system (1) that we rewrite in the frequency domain (formally, we apply a time Fourier
transform). We obtain the generalised Helmholtz equation

iωû +Ax∂xû +Ay∂yû = 0. (6)

Assume that û can be analytically extended to x ∈ C. This function still satisfies (6) for x̃ ∈ C:

iωû(x̃, y) +Ax∂xû(x̃, y) +Ay∂yû(x̃, y) = 0. (7)

Constructing PMLs consists in considering the solution for x > 0 on another complex path than
the real half line, defined by a change of variable x̃(x) ∈ C (x ∈ R). The function v defined by

v̂(x, y) = û(x̃(x), y), x ∈ R, (8)

coincides with u in the left half plane x < 0 as soon as

x̃(x) = x for x < 0. (9)

This property ensures the perfect matching between u and v. The function v satisfies

iωv̂(x, y) +Axα(x)∂xv̂(x, y) +Ay∂yv̂(x, y) = 0, (10)

where we have introduced

α(x) =
(
∂x̃(x)
∂x

)−1
,

which corresponds to the change of variable

x̃(x) =
∫ x

0

1
α(ξ) dξ. (11)

Then (10) can be rewritten (after division by iω) as a splitting

v̂ =
(
−α(x)

iω
Ax∂xv̂

)
+
(
− 1
iω
Ay∂yv̂

)
:= v̂x + v̂y.

By construction, these two split functions satisfy
iω

α
v̂x +Ax∂xv̂x = 0 and iωv̂y +Ay∂yv̂y = 0,

which coincides, after going back in time, with (4) for the particular change of variable (11) with

α(x) =
(

1 + σ(x)
iω

)−1
. (12)

These two approaches, splitting the unknown and applying a change of variable, are thus equivalent.
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1.2 A necessary criterion of stability
Well-posedness and stability of PMLs (at a continuous level) are two main mathematical questions
that have been addressed for non-dispersive models in several papers (see e.g. [1–4], and [15] for a
recap). For systems with constant coefficients, these two notions are both related to the solutions
of the dispersion relation. We thus assume here σ to be constant.

1.2.1 Plane wave analysis

One can show (e.g. [16]) that the well-posedness and stability amounts to the study of particular
solutions which are harmonic plane waves

v = Vei(ωt−kxx−kyy), (13)

where V ∈ Rm is the amplitude vector, ω ∈ C the angular frequency and k = (kx, ky) ∈ R2 the
wave vector. The study of harmonic plane waves in the original system (1) leads to the so-called
dispersion relation

F (ω, kx, ky) = 0 where F (ω, kx, ky) := det(iωIm − ikxAx − ikyAy). (14)

This is a polynomial equation of order m in ω. The m solutions ωj(k), j = 1, . . . ,m, are called the
modes. We shall assume in the following that they are real. For a given mode ω(k), we define its
phase velocity as

vp(ω(k)) = ω(k)
|k|

k
|k| , (15)

and its group velocity as
vg(ω(k)) = ∇kω(k). (16)

For isotropic non-dispersive models, the phase velocity and the group velocity are equal, but in
general this is not necessarily true. Thus it is useful to introduce the following notions.

Definition 1: For a given direction n, a mode ω is forward (resp. backward) in the n-direction if

(vp(ω) · n)(vg(ω) · n) > 0 (resp. (vp(ω) · n)(vg(ω) · n) < 0).

In particular, given a PML in the x-direction, a mode is forward (resp. backward) in the direction
of the PML if it is forward (resp. backward) in the direction ex.

1.2.2 A necessary stability criterion

The change of variable (11) with the particular choice (12), which corresponds to classical PMLs,
transforms the dispersion relation (14) into

F

(
ω,
(

1 + σ

iω

)−1
kx, ky

)
= 0. (17)

It can be shown [16] that the (weak) well-posedness of a system which corresponds to (17) for a
given σ is ensured if the modes ωj(k, σ) of (17) are bounded from below:

∃C > −∞, ∀k ∈ R2, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}, Im ωj(k, σ) ≥ C,
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and the (weak) stability holds if and only if

∀k ∈ R2, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}, Im ωj(k, σ) ≥ 0. (18)

For non-dispersive models, the function F in (14) is homogeneous with respect to ω, kx and ky.
This property was heavily used in [3] to establish the so-called high-frequency necessary stability
condition: analysing the sign of the imaginary part of the solutions ω(k, σ) for small values of the
damping σ amounts in this case to analysing it for large frequencies |k|.

Theorem 1 (high-frequency necessary stability condition). For the non-dispersive model (1), the
necessary stability condition for the PML system in the x-direction (4) is that all the modes ω(k)
solving the original dispersion relation (14) are forward in the x-direction, i.e.

∀k ∈ R2, (vp(ω(k)) · ex)(vg(ω(k)) · ex) ≥ 0. (19)

1.2.3 Geometrical interpretation

The criterion (19) can be interpreted geometrically. Since the function F in (14) is homogeneous
with respect to ω, kx and ky, one can plot the so-called slowness diagram which is the set of points
s = k/ω, the slowness vectors, such that

F

(
1, k
ω

)
= F (1, s) = 0. (20)

Notice that the slowness vector s is collinear to the phase velocity vp(ω) and points in the same
direction. Moreover, it is easy to see that the group velocity is orthogonal to the slowness curves
(20). Consequently, the condition (19), which can be written as

∀k ∈ R2, (s · ex)(vg(ω(k) · ex) > 0,

expresses the fact that, along the slowness curves, the slowness vector and the group velocity are
oriented in the same way with respect to the x direction. This gives a simple tool to check the
high-frequency necessary stability condition (19) (cf. Figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: the slowness vector s and the group velocity vg are oriented in the same way with
respect to the x direction. Right: s and vg are not oriented in the same way with respect to the x
direction.
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1.2.4 Application to some non-dispersive wave models

• The isotropic acoustic/Maxwell equations. In 2D, the equation of wave propagation is

∂2
ttu− c2∆u = 0,

where c is the speed of waves and u the pressure or the electric/magnetic field depending
upon the context. For this model, the slowness curve is simply a circle. Obviously, the geo-
metrical criterion is satisfied (cf. Figure 2). Therefore the PMLs are high-frequency stable. A
deeper analysis of PMLs in this context shows that they are actually stable (not only for high
frequencies), see [4].

Figure 2: The slowness curve for the isotropic wave equation. The geometrical criterion is satisfied
on every point of the curve.

• The anisotropic acoustic/Maxwell equations. This model is described by

∂2
ttu−∇ · (A∇u) = 0,

where A is a 2× 2 symmetric positive definite matrix

A =
[
a b
b c

]
, a > 0, c > 0, ac− b2 > 0.

The slowness curve of this model is an ellipse. Therefore, as soon as the axes are not parallel
to the x and y axes, i.e. as soon as b 6= 0, the geometrically criterion is not satisfied (cf Figure
3). We refer to [12] for a construction of stable PMLs in this context.

• The linearised Euler equations (aeroacoustic). This model describes an acoustic wave in an
uniform subsonic flow (here parallel to the x direction for simplicity) with the Mach number
0 6 M < 1. This model is described by the following equation (p is the pressure and (v1, v2)
the velocity field)  ∂tp+M∂xp = ∂xv1 + ∂yv2,

∂tv1 +M∂xv1 = ∂xp,
∂tv2 +M∂xv2 = ∂yp.

In this case one of the slowness curves is an ellipse with axes parallel to the coordinate axes
but its center is (M/(1 −M2), 0). Thus the geometrical criterion is not satisfied as soon as
M 6= 0 (cf. Figure 4). We refer to [13] for a deeper analysis and a construction of stable PMLs
for this model.
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Figure 3: The slowness curve for the anisotropic wave equation. The geometrical criterion is not
satisfied on the bold parts of the curve.

Figure 4: The slowness curve for the linearised Euler equation. The geometrical criterion is not
satisfied on the bold parts of the curve.

• Elastodynamic equations. For simplicity we consider here only the case of an orthotropic
media. The equations for this model are given by (u is the displacement field, ρ the density)

ρ∂2
ttu− P (i∂x, i∂y) u = 0,

where P is defined by (with some conditions on the elasticity coefficients cij to guarantee that
the equation is hyperbolic)

P (kx, ky) =
(
c11k

2
x + c33k

2
y (c12 + c33)kxky

(c12 + c33)kxky c33k
2
x + c11k

2
y

)
.

In 2D, the slowness curves are composed of two branches, one corresponding to P waves and
the second one to S waves. One can show that only S waves can give rise to high-frequency
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instabilities. The slowness curve corresponding to S waves can have very different shapes
according to the values of the cij (cf. Figure 5) so that the geometrical criterion could be
satisfied or not. Thus the stability of the classical PMLs really depends on the properties of the
medium. To our knowledge, the construction of stable PMLs for the general elastodynamics
model which covers all the possible cases is still an open problem. We refer to [3] for a deeper
analysis.

Figure 5: The slowness curves of S waves for two orthotropic media. The geometrical criterion is
satisfied for the left material but is not satisfied on the bold parts of the curve for the right one.

2 Failure of classical PMLs for some dispersive models with
backward waves

Our work addresses the question of the construction of stable PMLs in dispersive media. This
section presents the two dispersive models we will focus on. For both, a plane wave analysis shows
that there are backward waves. By analogy with the previous non-dispersive case, we expect that
classical PMLs are unstable for these two models. This is confirmed by the numerical simulations.

2.1 The case of negative index metamaterials: the Drude model.
2.1.1 The model

The 2D Maxwell equations in the frequency domain (i.e. after a time Fourier transform) are
iωε(ω)Êx = ∂yĤ,

iωε(ω)Êy = −∂xĤ,

iωµ(ω)Ĥ = ∂yÊx − ∂xÊy,

(21)

where (Ex, Ey) are the transverse electric fields, H is the magnetic field and where ε(ω) is the
permittivity and µ(ω) the permeability which both depend on the frequency ω: the medium is
dispersive. We allow both ε(ω) and µ(ω) to take negative values. If there exists a frequency band
where both ε(ω) and µ(ω) are negative, the medium is called a Negative Index Metamaterial (NIM).

Remark 1: The notion of negative index comes from the fact that the index n of a medium is
defined by n = (εµ)1/2 where the root is chosen using the causality principle. One can show that
the simultaneous negativity of ε and µ imposes that the root is actually negative [22].
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From now on, we will focus on the Drude model

ε(ω) = ε0

(
1− ω2

e

ω2

)
, µ(ω) = µ0

(
1− ω2

m

ω2

)
, (22)

where ε0 > 0 and µ0 > 0 are the permittivity and the permeability of the vacuum, and ωe > 0
and ωm > 0 are the electric and the magnetic plasma frequencies. The Drude model is the simplest
model to describe negative index effects [18, 22] but it already contains one of the main difficulties
to construct stable PMLs for NIMs, namely the presence of backward waves.

Depending on the values of ω, the material shows different behaviours (cf. Figure 6). More
precisely, there are three frequency bands:

• For ω > max(ωe, ωm), one has ε(ω) > 0 and µ(ω) > 0: the material behaves as a standard
dielectric medium. In particular ε(ω) ∼ ε0 and µ(ω) ∼ µ0 when ω → +∞. Thus at high
frequencies the medium is close to the vacuum.

• For 0 < ω < min(ωe, ωm), one has ε(ω) < 0 and µ(ω) < 0: the material behaves as a NIM.

• If ωe 6= ωm, there is a band gap (min(ωe, ωm),max(ωe, ωm)) of width |ωe − ωm| where ε and
µ have opposite sign. This does not allow wave propagation.

Figure 6: Illustration of the three frequency bands for the Drude model in the case ωe > ωm. Area
1: negative index – area 2: band gap – area 3: classical behaviour.

2.1.2 Plane waves analysis

The dispersion relation of (21) with the Drude model (22) shows that, for a given wave vector k,
ω has to be a solution of

|k|2 = ω2

c2

(
1− ω2

e

ω2

)(
1− ω2

m

ω2

)
(23)

where c = 1/√ε0µ0 is the speed of light. The following proposition (proven in [5]) summarises how
the modes behave for the Drude model.
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Proposition 1. For all wave vectors k ∈ R2, the equation (23) has 4 real distinct solutions ±ωj(k),
j = 1, 2, given by  ω1(k) =

√
2

2

√
ω2

e + ω2
m + c2|k|2 +

√
∆|k|,

ω2(k) =
√

2
2

√
ω2

e + ω2
m + c2|k|2 −

√
∆|k|,

(24)

where ∆|k| = (ω2
e −ω2

m + c2|k|2)2 + 4ω2
mc

2|k|2. Moreover, one can show that the modes ±ω1(k) are
forward in all the directions and the modes ±ω2(k) are backward in all the directions.

Notice that although the Drude model is isotropic, it gives rise to backward waves contrarily to
non-dispersive models where backward waves can only appear with anisotropy.

2.1.3 Going back in time

To obtain a first-order system in the time domain, one injects (22) in (21) and introduces three
auxiliary fields Jx, Jy and K (called the induced electric and magnetic currents) which are the
primitives in time of the fields Ex, Ey and H: ∂tJx = Ex, ∂tJy = ∂tEy and ∂tK = H. We obtain
the system for the Drude model in the time domain

∂tEx + ω2
eJx = ε−1

0 ∂yH,
∂tJx − Ex = 0,
∂tEy + ω2

eJy = −ε−1
0 ∂xH,

∂tJy − Ey = 0,
∂tH + ω2

mK = µ−1
0 (∂yEx − ∂xEy),

∂tK −H = 0.

(25)

2.1.4 Classical PMLs for the Drude model

To construct the classical PMLs for the Drude model, we follow several steps detailed in [5], see
also Section 1.1.1:

1. In the frequency domain, we split the field H into H = Hx + Hy in order to get only one
derivative per equation, i.e. the third equation of (21) is replaced by the two equations{

iωµ(ω)Ĥx = ∂yÊx,

iωµ(ω)Ĥy = −∂xÊy;
(26)

Notice that splitting the electric field is not needed.

2. We inject (22) in the new split system and use the change of variable (11) with (12);

3. We introduce the first primitives in times Jx, Jy, Kx and Ky as previously and also the second
primitives in time Px, Py, Mx and My of Ex, Ey, Hx and Hy (notice that subscripts x or
y stand for each components of a vector fields like E = (Ex, Ey) but superscripts stand for
artificial split scalar fields like H = Hx +Hy).
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4. We go back in time and get the classical Perfectly Matched Layers system for the Drude
model 

∂tEx + σyEx + ω2
eJx + σyω

2
ePx = ε−1

0 ∂y(Hx +Hy),
∂tJx − Ex = 0,
∂tPx − Jx = 0,

∂tEy + σxEy + ω2
eJy + σxω

2
ePy = −ε−1

0 ∂x(Hx +Hy),
∂tJy − Ey = 0,
∂tPy − Jy = 0,

∂tH
x + σyH

x + ω2
eK

x + σyω
2
mM

x = µ−1
0 ∂yEx,

∂tK
x −Hx = 0,

∂tM
x −Kx = 0,

∂tH
y + σxH

y + ω2
mK

y + σxω
2
mM

y = −µ−1
0 ∂xEy,

∂tK
y −Hy = 0,

∂tM
y −Ky = 0.

(27)

2.1.5 Numerical simulations

We now perform a numerical simulation which illustrates the inherent instability of (27). We use
the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method based on the Yee’s scheme. For more details
about the numerical scheme, see [5]. The computational domain is a square Ω = (−20, 20)2. The
speed of light is normalized to 1: ε0 = µ0 = 1 so c = 1/√ε0µ0 = 1 and we take ωe = ωm = 2.
All the fields are zeros at the initial time t = 0 and we add a source term which is a product of
a Gaussian function in space centred at (0, 0) and a Gaussian pulse in time in order to excite a
large spectrum of frequencies: both forward and backward waves are present. The width L of the
PMLs is L = 3 so that the total computational domain is Ω = (−20, 20)2 but the physical domain
is (−17, 17)2. In order to reduce numerical reflections at the interface between the physical domain
and the PML, the damping terms σx and σy are taken quadratically increasing.

The Figure 7 shows snapshots of the field H at different times. We clearly observe instabilities.
Those do not come from the discretization, the continuous model (27) is inherently unstable: one
can refine the mesh and/or reduce the CFL number and get the same phenomenon. Notice that the
backward waves are responsible for the instabilities. Indeed the forward waves, the faster ones, are
well absorbed by the PML but as soon as the backward waves reach the PML, the solution grows
exponentially in time.

Figure 7: Snapshots of the field H = Hx + Hy at different times t: the forward waves are well
absorbed but the backward waves blow up exponentially
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2.2 The case of plasmas: the uniaxial anisotropic plasma model.
2.2.1 The model

A widely used model for describing the physics of cold plasmas is the so-called cold uniaxial
anisotropic plasma model given by [21]

∇×∇×E− ω2

c2
ε(ω)
ε0

E = 0 (28)

where ε is the dielectric tensor. We will restrain ourselves to the 2D case2: E = (Ex, Ey). For a
plasma along the ey direction, this tensor is given by

ε(ω)
ε0

=
[
ε⊥ 0
0 ε‖

]
with ε⊥ = 1, ε‖ = 1−

ω2
p

ω2 (29)

where ωp > 0 is the plasma frequency.
Whereas the Drude model is isotropic, the plasma shows different behaviour depending on

the values of ω but also depending on the direction. Notice that the curl operator “switches” the
direction so we have the following behaviours (see also equation (30)):

• in the y-direction, since ε⊥ = 1, the medium behaves as a standard dielectric;

• in the x-direction, for ω > ωp one obtains ε‖ > 0, so the medium behaves as a dielectric
medium, but for ω < ωp one obtains ε‖ < 0: there is no wave propagation.

2.2.2 Plane waves analysis

Computing the dispersion relation of (28) combined with (29) shows that, for a given wave vector
k = (kx, ky), ω has to be a solution of

c2k2
x +

(
1−

ω2
p

ω2

)
c2k2

y = ω2 − ω2
p. (30)

We would like to emphasis that, unlike the Drude model, this one is anisotropic: the modes in (30)
depend on k and not just on |k|.

Proposition 2. For all wave vectors k = (kx, ky) ∈ R2, the equation (30) has four real solutions
±ωj(k), j = 1, 2 given by  ω1(k) =

√
2

2

√
c2|k|2 + ω2

p +
√

∆k,

ω2(k) =
√

2
2

√
c2|k|2 + ω2

p −
√

∆k,
(31)

where ∆k = ((ω2
p + cky)2 + c2k2

x)((ω2
p − cky)2 + c2k2

x). Moreover, one can show that the modes
±ω1(k) are forward in all the directions whereas the modes ±ω2(k) are forward in the direction ey

but backward in the direction ex.
2The 3D case is much harder and is the subject of an ongoing work, whereas the extension of our work about

NIMs in 3D is more or less trivial.
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2.2.3 Time-domain system and classical PMLs

Following the same idea of Section 2.1.3, the first-order system corresponding to (28) with (29) is
∂tEx = c2∂yH,

∂tEy + ω2
pφp = −c2∂xH,

∂tφp − Ey = 0,
∂tH = ∂yEx − ∂xEy,

(32)

and, as in Section 2.1.4, the classical PMLs applied to (32) give

∂tEx + σyEx = c2∂y(Hx +Hy)
∂tEy + σxEy + ω2

pφp + σxω
2
pΦp = −c2∂x(Hx +Hy)

∂tφp − Ey = 0
∂tΦp − φp = 0

∂tH
x + σyH

x = ∂yEx

∂tH
y + σxH

y = −∂xEy.

(33)

2.2.4 Numerical simulations

We perform a numerical experiment of (33) following the same procedure of the Section 2.1.5. The
parameters are ωp = 4, Ω = (−10, 10) × (−20, 20) and the source is now harmonic in time, i.e. of
the form sin(ω0t) in order to really emphasise the phenomenon. We take here ω0 = 2 which leads
to ε‖ = −3. The PMLs are still of width L = 3. The Figure 8 shows some snapshots of the field
H = Hx +Hy at different times. We observe that the PML in the y direction does not give rise to
instabilities whereas the PML in the x direction appears to be unstable.

Figure 8: Snapshots of the field H = Hx +Hy at different times t.

3 Designing stable PMLs for negative index metamaterials
and plasmas

This section explains how the stability criterion (19) in Theorem 1 can be extended to dispersive
models and more general changes of variable. This allows us to understand the instabilities observed
numerically and helps us to design new stable PMLs.
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3.1 A generalized necessary criterion of stability for a class of dispersive
systems

The goal of this section is to describe how the analysis of the Section 1.2.2 can be extended to
dispersive models but also to more general changes of variable than (12) in order to design new
stable PMLs. The main difference is that the dispersion relation is no more homogeneous. We
present here the main ideas, all the details can be found in [5].

We consider a class of dispersive systems described by 2D systems of unknown u ∈ Rm of the
form

∂tu +Ax∂xu +Ay∂yu +Bu = 0, (34)

where Ax, Ay and B are real constantm×m matrices. The previous case in Section 1.2.2 corresponds
to B = 0. Notice that both the Drude model and the 2D uniaxial plasma model are particular cases
of this kind of system. The dispersion relation of (34) writes

F (ω, kx, ky) = 0 where F (ω, kx, ky) = det(iωIm − ikxAx − ikyAy +B). (35)

Again, this is a polynomial equation in ω of order m which gives m modes ωj(k), j = 1, . . . ,m
assumed to be real.

In order to design new stable PMLs, we shall allow more general changes of variable. Instead of
(12), we look for

α(x) =
(

1 + σ

iωψ(ω)

)−1
, (36)

where ψ(ω) is a real valued function of ω. In practice, ψ will be a rational function in ω in order
to ensure that one obtains local differential operators after going back in time. The classical PMLs
corresponds to ψ(ω) = 1. The change of variable (11) combined with (36) modifies the dispersion
relation (35) into

F

(
ω,

(
1 + σ

iωψ(ω)

)−1
kx, ky

)
= 0, (37)

which gives M > m modes ωj(k, σ). The main difference with the case of Section 1.2.2 is that F
is no longer homogeneous, so taking large frequencies |k| does not amount taking small values of σ
any more. This motivates the introduction of the definition of uniform stability with respect to the
parameter σ.

Definition 2: A family of systems corresponding to (37) parametrized by σ > 0 is said to be
uniformly stable in σ if

∀σ > 0, ∀k ∈ R2, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, Imωj(k, σ) > 0. (38)

In [5], the following result is proven:

Theorem 2. For the dispersive system (34), a necessary condition of uniform stability for the family
of PML systems corresponding to (37) is that all the modes ω(k) solving the original dispersion
relation (35) verify

∀k ∈ R2,
(vp(ω(k)) · ex)(vg(ω(k)) · ex)

ψ(ω(k)) ≥ 0. (39)
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This allows us to understand why the classical PMLs are unstable for both the Drude model and
the uniaxial plasma model. Indeed, in this case ψ(ω) = 1 and the necessary condition means that
all the modes in the x direction must be forward, as in Theorem 1. But Propositions 1 and 2 state
that there are always a backward mode in the x direction for both models, so the corresponding
systems are unstable. This explains the instabilities observed numerically in Section 2.1.5 and 2.2.4.

3.2 New stable PMLs for the Drude model
The Theorem 2 provides us a simple way to design new PMLs for the Drude model that we can
expect to be stable, by choosing carefully the function ψ. First notice that ω1(k) > max(ωe, ωm)
and ω2(k) 6 min(ωe, ωm) so, for a given frequency ω, only one of the three following situations can
occur:

• for ω > max(ωe, ωm), the waves propagate forward: one must choose ψ such that ψ(ω) > 0;

• for ω < min(ωe, ωm), the waves propagate backward: one must impose that ψ(ω) < 0;

• in the band gap (min(ωe, ωm),max(ωe, ωm)), ω is not in the range of the modes ωj(k)) so the
sign of ψ does not matter.

Of course, the choice of ψ is not unique. However, ψ should be chosen in order to keep the system
as simple as possible after going back in time. A pertinent choice (whose premises already appeared
in the physical literature [9, 11,14,19]) is

ψ(ω) =
(

1− ω2
∗
ω2

)
, (40)

where ω∗ ∈ [min(ωe, ωm),max(ωe, ωm)]. Notice that for ω∗ = ωe (resp. ω∗ = ωm) one gets ψ(ω) =
ε(ω)/ε0 (resp. ψ(ω) = µ(ω)/µ0).

The computations to go back in time after the change of variable using (36) with (40) are quite
heavy but straightforward. We obtain (see [5] for the details) the new PML system for the Drude
model: 

∂tEx + ω2
eJx + ε−1

0 σy(Ex + Ẽx) = ε−1
0 ∂y (Hx +Hy) ,

∂tJx − Ex = 0,
∂tẼx + ω2

∗J̃x + (ω2
∗ − ω2

e)Jx = 0,
∂tJ̃x − Ẽx = 0,

∂tEy + ω2
eJy + ε−1

0 σx(Ey + Ẽy) = −ε−1
0 ∂x (Hx +Hy) ,

∂tJy − Ey = 0,
∂tẼy + ω2

∗J̃y + (ω2
e − ω2

∗)Jy = 0,
∂tJ̃y − Ẽy = 0,

∂tH
x + ω2

mK
x + µ−1

0 σy(Hx + H̃x) = µ−1
0 ∂yEx,

∂tK
x −Hx = 0,

∂tH̃
x + ω2

∗K̃
x + (ω2

∗ − ω2
m)Kx = 0,

∂tK̃
x − K̃x = 0,

∂tH
y + ω2

mK
y + µ−1

0 σy(Hy + H̃y) = −µ−1
0 ∂xEy,

∂tK
y −Hy = 0,

∂tH̃
y + ω2

∗K̃
y + (ω2

m − ω2
∗)Ky = 0,

∂tK̃
y − K̃y = 0.

(41)
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In the general case, the system (41) has 16 unknowns. The choice ω∗ = ωe (resp. ω∗ = ωm) which
corresponds to ψ(ω) = ε(ω)/ε0 (resp. ψ(ω) = µ(ω)/µ0) simplifies it. Indeed, we have ω2

e − ω2
∗ = 0

(resp. ω2
m − ω2

∗ = 0) so the fields Ẽx, Ẽy, J̃x and J̃y (resp. H̃x, H̃y, K̃x and K̃y) are no longer
needed and the system will have only 12 unknowns instead of 16. Moreover, if ωe = ωm, both of
the two simplification appear and the system will have only 8 unknowns.

As expected, the choice (40) leads to a stable system (see [5] for a proof):

Proposition 3. Assume σx, σy > 0 and ω∗ ∈ [min(ωe, ωm),max(ωe, ωm)]. Then the family of
systems (41) is uniformly stable.

We now perform numerical simulations to illustrate the stability of the system (41). To begin
with, we reproduce exactly the same experiment as in Section 2.1.5 with the same parameters, the
same source, etc. but of course with the new stable PMLs (41) instead of the classical ones (27). We
choose here ω∗ = ωe in order to reduce the number of unknowns. As expected, the system remains
stable during all the computation with a final time of T = 250. The Figure 9 shows snapshots of
the field H at different times. We clearly see that the system remains stable. Both of forward and
backward waves are well absorbed.

Figure 9: Snapshots of the field H = Hx + Hy at different times t. Both forward and backward
waves are well absorbed.

The new stable PMLs can be used to illustrate the negative index behaviour of the Drude
model. We perform a simulation of a transmission problem between the vacuum and a Drude
medium surrounded by PMLs and new stable PMLs (see Figure 10) with a spacial source localized
in the vacuum. We used ωe = ωm = 2 but here we take a periodic time source h(t) = sin(ω0t) where
the frequency ω0 is taken equal to ωe/

√
2 = ωm/

√
2. With this choice, we have ε(ω0) = µ(ω0) = −1

so the effective index of the metamaterial is −1 (see Remark 1). According to the Snell law, we
can predict a symmetric refocalisation of the wave in the metamaterial, as shown in Figure 10.
The Figure 11 shows snapshots of the field H for this experiment. Notice that the solution remains
stable and that H actually refocuses in the Drude medium.

3.3 Application to the uniaxial anisotropic plasma model
We can use again the idea of the Section 3.2, but now the medium is anisotropic so we must treat
the two directions separately:

• in the y-direction, both modes ω1(k) and ω2(k) are forward: the classical PMLs should work,
thus we take ψ(ω) = 1.

• for the x-direction, notice that ω1(k) > ωp and ω2(k) 6 ωp. Thus, for a given frequency ω,
only one of the two following situations can occur: for ω > ωp the waves propagate forward,
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Figure 10: The geometry of the transmission problem and the effect of the negative index according
to the Snell law (SPML = stable PML).

Figure 11: Refocalisation of the waves due to the negative index of the Drude model.

so we must choose ψ such that ψ(ω) > 0, and for ω < ωp the waves propagate backward, so
we must choose ψ such that ψ(ω) < 0.

The originality here is that the PMLs will be different depending on the direction. We take

ψx(ω) = 1−
ω2

p

ω2 (42)

for the x direction and we use the classical PMLs ψy(ω) = 1 in the y direction.
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Again, we can derive a time-domain system corresponding to this choice:

∂tEx + σyEx = c2∂y(Hx +Hy),
∂tEy + σxEy + ω2

pφp = −c2∂x(Hx +Hy),
∂tφp − Ey = 0,

∂tH
x + σyH

x = ∂yEx,
∂tH

y + σxK
y = −∂xEy,

∂tK
y − ω2

pM
y −Hy = 0,

∂tM
y −Ky = 0.

(43)

As in the Drude model, the choice of ψx and ψy leads to stable PMLs:

Proposition 4. Assume σx, σy > 0. Then the family of systems (43) is uniformly stable.

We now perform a numerical simulation to illustrate the above proposition. We take the same
parameters of the Section 2.2.4 and use the new PML system (43). As expected, the solution remains
stable during all the computation time as shown in Figure 12.

Remark 2: Instead of (43), in the simulation we employ a different (non-split) PML formulation. A
split formulation is presented here for consistency with the rest of the article. The two systems are
completely equivalent.

Figure 12: Snapshots of the field H = Hx +Hy at different times t.

Conclusion
In the first part, we did a brief survey on classical PMLs in non-dispersive media: construction,
necessary criterion of stability and application to some wave models. In the second part, we extended
those results to a large class of dispersive media and to more general PMLs than the classical ones.
A new necessary criterion of stability has been established. Thanks to it, we proposed a method to
design new PMLs that takes into account the backward waves. We applied these ideas to the Drude
model (negative index metamaterial) and the uniaxial anistropic plasma model. For both models,
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numerical simulations have been performed to illustrate the inherent instabilities of classical PMLs
and the stability of the new ones.

Here we merely present the results, all the details and proofs can be found in a forthcoming
paper [5]. We would like to remark that our approach does not apply when both forward and
backward waves occur at the same frequency, which is the case for some anisotropic media such as
elastodynamics [3] or for more complicated backward-wave structures [17]. It also happens for the
3D case in plasmas, which is the subject of an ongoing work.

Acknowledgement: the authors thank Guillaume Chicaud for his work on cold plasmas during
his internship at the POems team.
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